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Whatever you seek to achieve or change in your life, big or small, Celestine Light magickal words

and sigils can help your sincere desires become reality. Drawing from an ancient well of magickal

power, the same divine source used by acclaimed sorcerers, witches and spiritual masters through

the ages, the 101+ magickal Sigils of Summoning and Words of Power are revealed to the public for

the very first time. They can create quick and often profound improvements in your life. It doesn't

matter what religion you follow or what you believe or do not believe. The Sigils of Summoning and

magickal Words of Power are like mystical keys that open secret doors regardless of who holds the

key. If you put the key in and turn it, the door will open and the magick will swirl around you! From

the beginner to the Adept, the Celestine Light Words of Power and Sigils of Summoning will expand

your world and open up possibilities that may have seemed previously unachievable. Everything

from something simple like finding a lost object, to something powerful like repelling a psychic or

physical attack, to something of need such as greater income, to something life changing like finding

your Soul Mate. Some may wonder how a few spoken words combined with looking for just a

moment at a peculiar image could have such immediate and often profound effects. The secret is

these are ancient magickal words of compelling power and the sigils are the embodiment of the

magickal essence they summon. Speaking or even thinking the words, or looking at or even

picturing the sigil in your mind, rapidly draws angelic and magickal energies to you like iron to a

magnet to fulfill the worthy purpose you desire. This is a book of potent white magick of the light.

Without a lot of training or ritual, it gives you the ability to overcome darkness threatening you from

inside or out. For what is darkness except absence of the light? When light shines, darkness fades

and disappears, not with a roar, but with a whimper. Use the Words of Power and Sigils of

Summoning to call in the magickal energies to transform and improve your life in every aspect. In

this comprehensive book you will find activators to propel your personal growth, help you excel in

school, succeed in your own business, or launch you to new heights in your profession. It will give

you fast acting keys to improve your relationships, change your luck, revitalize your health, and

develop and expand your psychic abilities. Embrosewyn Tazkuvel is an Adept of the highest order

in Celestine Light. After six decades of using magick and teaching it to others he is now sharing

some of the secrets of what he knows with you. Knowledge that will instantly connect you to divine

and powerful universal forces that with harmonic resonance, will unleash the magickal you!Inside

you will discover:101 word combinations that call in magickal forces like a whirlwind of light.177

magickal Words of Power in total.101 Sigils of Summoning to go with each magickal word

combination to amplify the magickal results you seek.101 audio files you can listen to; helping you



have perfect pronunciation of the Words of Power regardless of your native language. Available

directly from the eBook and with a link in the paperback edition.Take a moment to click on the Look

Inside tab in the upper left of this page to see the full extent of the marvels that await you inside this

book!
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This book was an enjoyable read, but it also has yielded incredible results for me RIGHT AWAY! I

am a reiki master, and I found a gorgeous 2.5 acre property in Green Valley, CA outside of LA

proper I wanted to convince my husband to purchase for a summer home (we live in Scottsdale,

AZ).When we visited the home the first time, the realtor explained there were a number of items still

in the home which belonged to the deceased couple who had owned it. One of them was the

painting pictured whic Had i instantly recognized as having been seen before. When I was a young

child, my paternal grandmother had that very painting displayed behind her living room sofa. "That

couldn't be," exclaimed the realtor, "See there, she signed her name to it. Connie

Tillman."Disappointed, I considered that perhaps I was mistaken. Later that evening, I sent a photo



of the painting to my brother. He confirmed that he also recognized it as the same painting Grandma

had loved and displayed.After our offer on the home was accepted, we returned to it for the

inspection yesterday. There were many things wrong with the house, and my husband was ready to

cancel the whole deal. I knew having this painting in the home was a sign to me that this was to be

our house. Incredibly, after sitting in the living room, asking the universe for a sign for my husband

to show HIM this was IN FACT to be OUR house and saying a few of the words of power in the

book and looking at the sigils, I was guided to return to the painting, and turn it around! Sure

enough, there was an article attached to the back which showed she had copied a famous painting.

It had the title as well as a description of the characters, the story/message, etc. The sign for my

husband? Well, this article was written in 04/1997 by a man named DAVID STEWART which

happens to be my husband's name!!!!!!After that, he was convinced except that we could not find a

contractor willing to travel to Green Valley in time to give us a bid on the necessary repairs by our

deadline next Tuesday. This morning, nearly in tears, I looked at my book again, and I recited the

words of power for "bringing people into your life who can help you" while looking at the sigil.

Incredibly, almost instantly - after receiving no after no after no came a yes!!!! Later in the evening

came another YeS! Now we have someone coming tomorrow morning and another on

Monday.Namaste! So filled with gratitude. Thank you Embrosewyn for writing this book, and thank

you Universe! I wish to study Celestine Light in more depth. I so wish you did private lessons. I

would gladly fly to Oregon to learn more from you directly.In Light,Reiki Master Kate

This was a very good read, something that I will utilize and use in just about any of every

occasion.The words of Power and sigil used for anger or to help calm down worked pretty much

immensely.One thing that has continually helped me is to use the words of Power slowly and even

mentally, think and visualize the sigil in your minds eye, it will help materialize your desired

effect.Embrosewyn is a fantastic author, this book will help you with pretty much anything you are

struggling with. I love this book and wish everyone had access to it to help with whatever is

challenging for them. I highly recommend this book for everyone, and be open minded with what

you are learning.

I bought a kindle version and right away read almost whole book, while trying to familiarize with

sigils and pronunciations. During the process and at certain times I felt a little bit weird but that's all.

Next day in the morning I tried a number of words/sigils combinations and gave it several hours but

nothing happened so I assumed that I basically wasted seven bucks which is not the first time, and



it is not a big deal. To be honest, I didn't expect for some big miracle to happen in just few hours but

I expected that slight pleasurable magical feeling which I usually have when magic is real and

something magical is about to happen (now or sometimes in the future).But then, that same day

(evening hours) I did a short ritual with angel Ravchiel (from some other source) felt almost nothing,

and went out for a walk. During the walk, I noticed few waves of negative thoughts bothering me

and decided to give it another try and use "Stop thinking negative thoughts" words of power. So

basically I was walking and at the same time looking at sigil at my phone screen, while whispering

the words of power. It took me less then 20 seconds and then suddenly, I felt slightly pleasurable

feeling in my heart chakra, which during next two hours turned to full blown ecstasy experience

which I felt in my whole body.I can't really tell what exactly triggered such an experience, but now

I'm sure I didn't waste money on this book. Not at all!

Powerfully info. Read it with an open mind and be ready for the celestial light coming your way.

Remember coincidences happens to your advantage.

3 checks within 5 days! $22 plus change each! #69 Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â• IF I can figure out HOW I WILL ADD

PHOTOS! I just bought the book on the 21st, today is Sunday the 27th guess the checks came

yesterday. I'm so SHOCKED and EXCITED !

This book has excellent energy and edifying stories of its use by Yeshua and his followers. If you

are woke, read this.

I used the creativity sigil. For the first time in my life, I can actually see pictures to paint in my mind.

The lost or hidden sigil I used to find a bolt I lost while working on a vehicle. This is definitely a win

win book everybody needs in their house.

AWESOME
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